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Posttranscriptional chemical modification of noncoding RNAs is necessary for their correct
functioning during protein translation. Recently, several structures of RNA-modifying
enzymes in complex with RNA have been reported. In addition, in some cases, various snap-
shots along the catalytic cycle were trapped, which sheds light on the dynamics of catalysis.
Guelorget and Golinelli-Pimpaneau summarize how the knowledge of the catalytic mecha-
nism was exploited to trap and crystallize RNA-modifying complexes at different stages of
the catalytic reaction and review the results brought by these structures concerning RNA
substrate recognition and the chemical mechanism.
The Art of Science
PAGE 293
Johnson et al. present a computer program called embedded Python Molecular Viewer
(ePMV) that runs molecular modeling software directly inside of professional 3D animation applications, providing simultaneous
access to the capabilities of these connected systems. This allows users, from artists and animators to scientists, to assemble
professional quality visuals and to perform computational experiments with relative ease. Thus, ePMV can facilitate interdisciplinary
research, smooth communication between broadly diverse specialties, and provide a common platform to frame and visualize the
increasingly detailed intersection(s) of cellular and molecular biology.
Puzzling Out Protein Quaternary Structure
PAGE 304
Ourability to infer theproteinquaternarystructureautomatically fromatomand lattice informationhasbeen inadequate.Toaddress this
deficiency,Mitra andPal have developed a scheme to infer protein quaternary structure from lattice/protein information, with coverage
for all-affinity complexes. The scheme combines naı¨ve Bayes classifier and point-group symmetry under Boolean framework to
produceR90% coverage for correct identification of quaternary structure across diverse benchmarking data sets. The performance
is significantly enhanced compared to current state-of-the-art algorithms, in particular for weak affinity complexes.
MESD Triple Threat
PAGE 313
Mesoderm development (MESD) protein is a specialized chaperone, promoting folding and safe trafficking of the low-density lipo-
protein receptor (LDLR) family, including LRP5/6, between ER andGolgi. In this issue, three groups (Chen et al., Collins andHendrick-
son, and Ko¨hler et al.) report structural and functional data that expand the current understanding of the MESD mechanism.Protein Folding Repeating Itself
PAGE 349
To better understand the origins of cooperativity in protein folding, Aksel et al. performed struc-
tural and thermodynamic analysis of consensus ankyrin repeat protein arrays. NMR and CD
spectroscopyshowthat theseconstructsadoptankyrin repeat structures.Usingan Isingmodel,
the authors resolve intrinsic and interfacial interactions into enthalpy, entropy, heat capacity,
and denaturant sensitivity terms. Intrinsic folding is entropically disfavored, whereas interfacial
interaction is entropically favored and attends a decrease in heat capacity. These results
suggest that helix formation and backbone ordering occurs upon intrinsic folding, whereas
hydrophobic desolvation occurs upon interfacial interaction, contributing to cooperativity.
RNA Recognition by Human PUMILIO Proteins
PAGE 361Lu and Hall have explored specific recognition of mRNA targets by human PUMILIO proteins. Three distinct binding modes were
observed in thecrystal structuresof thePUMILIORNA-bindingdomains incomplexwithMAPkinasemRNAsequences.Thesedifferent
bindingmodes do not affect RNA-binding affinities of PUMILIOproteins, consistentwith the consensus sequences fromgenome-wide
screens for target mRNAs. These modes instead may provide variable recognition surfaces for downstream effector proteins.
Keeping RNA in the Loop
PAGE 368
Cleavage Factor Im (CFIm) is a highly conserved component of the eukaryotic mRNA 30 processing machinery that functions in poly
(A) site recognition through the collaboration of two distinct protein domains, a nudix fold (found in CFIm25) and an RNA recognition
motif (RRM) (CFIm68). The structure of the CFIm25/CFIm68 RRM complex, described by Yang et al., reveals a heterotetramer that
binds two UGUA sequences in an antiparallel fashion. Sequence-specific RNA recognition is mediated solely by CFIm25, whereas
the CFIm68 RRMs enhance RNA binding and facilitate looping of the RNA. RNA loopingmay provide a novel mechanism for the regu-
lation of alternative poly(A) site selection by CFIm.Structure 19, March 9, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved v
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Bacteria respond to their environment through an array of transmembrane receptors. These transmit signals generated in an extra-
cellular sensor module to an intracellular effector module via conformational changes in the segments linking them. Ferris et al. have
examined the nature of these changes by solving structures for the HAMP domain, a ubiquitous linking domain in transmembrane
receptors. The authors show that a specific mutation in the domain core can alter its interhelical packing by inducing axial rotation
of all four helices. This is correlated with activity both in vitro and in vivo, providing strong support for the gearbox model of signal
transduction through helix rotation.
RNP Enzyme Calling Long-Distance
PAGE 386
The expression of the genetic code in living cells requires specific pairing of a transfer RNA (tRNA) molecule containing information
complementary to a triplet of DNA bases, with an amino acid that takes up the corresponding position in the encoded protein. This
pairing is accomplished by the action of a specific enzyme known as an aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase. In this manuscript, Rodrı´guez-
Herna´ndez and Perona show that a key aspect of pairing involves very long-distance intramolecular communication between the
amino acid and tRNA binding sites of the enzyme and that some intermolecular contacts between the enzyme and tRNA weaken
the amino acid binding affinity.vi Structure 19, March 9, 2011 ª2011 ElsevIn Control of Myosin
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UCS proteins are factors that affect assembly and function ofmyosinmotors in species as
diverse as yeast and humans. The X-ray crystal structure of the UNC-45 protein from
Drosophila melanogaster reported by Lee et al. reveals that the UCS domain adopts an
armadillo repeat fold that extends into the less well conserved central domain. Additional
biochemical and biophysical experiments suggest that UNC-45 adopts a stable, elon-
gated structure with considerable flexibility in solution. Sequence analysis reveals a highly
conserved surface on the UCS domain that likely mediates interactions with myosin.
Flexing the Microtubule Protofilaments
PAGE 409
Microtubule polymerization dynamics are linked to GTP hydrolysis in the b subunit of the
tubulin ab-heterodimer. The conformation of tubulin protofilaments changes on depoly-
merization from the straight conformation in the microtubule lattice to curved aggregates.To distinguish whether this transformation is directly related to the nucleotide state or a consequence of contacts in the microtubule
lattice, Grafmu¨ller and Voth have performed large-scale atomistic simulations of short tubulin protofilaments with both nucleotide
states. These simulations indicate that protofilaments in solution are curved, independent of the nucleotide state.
Interferon-Inducible Protein 16 and p53 Story
PAGE 418
IFI16 is amember of the interferon-inducible HIN-200 family of nuclear proteins. It has been implicated in transcriptional regulation by
modulating protein-protein interactions with p53 tumor suppressor protein and other transcription factors. However, the mecha-
nisms of interaction remain unknown. Here, Liao et al. report structures of HIN-A and HIN-B domains of IFI16. Each HIN domain
reveals a pair of tandem OB folds in a rigid orientation relative to one another. Both HIN domains of IFI16 are capable of enhancing
p53-DNA complex formation and transcriptional activation but via distinctive means.SecA at a Single Molecule Level
PAGE 430
Kusters et al. apply a dual-color fluorescence-burst analysis to measure the quaternary
structure and high affinity binding of the bacterial motor protein SecA to the protein-con-
ducting channel SecYEG reconstituted into lipid vesicles. SecA binds to SecYEGas adimer
with a nucleotide- and preprotein-dependent dissociation constant. The dimeric structure
of SecA is required for efficient translocation. A structural model for the dimeric assembly of
SecA while bound to SecYEG is proposed.ier Ltd All rights reserved
